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Presents a narrative history of the American National Park System, examining the events and political battles that led to the
establishment of each park while profiling each for its unique attributes, in a volume that also pays tribute to key advocates.
Darius Kellner speaks better Klingon than Farsi, and he knows more about Hobbit social cues than Persian ones. He's a Fractional
Persian-half, his mom's side-and his first-ever trip to Iran is about to change his life. Darius has never really fit in at home, and he's
sure things are going to be the same in Iran. His clinical depression doesn't exactly help matters, and trying to explain his
medication to his grandparents only makes things harder. Then Darius meets Sohrab, the boy next door, and everything changes.
Soon, they're spending their days together, playing soccer, eating faludeh, and talking for hours on a secret rooftop overlooking
the city's skyline. Sohrab calls him Darioush-the original Persian version of his name-and Darius has never felt more like himself
than he does now that he's Darioush to Sohrab.
Poet and novelist Hiromi Goto effortlessly blends wry, observational slice-of-life literary fiction with poetic magical realism in the
tender and surprising graphic novel Shadow Life, with haunting art from debut artist Ann Xu. When Kumiko’s well-meaning adult
daughters place her in an assisted living home, the seventy-six-year-old widow gives it a try, but it’s not where she wants to be.
She goes on the lam and finds a cozy bachelor apartment, keeping the location secret even while communicating online with her
eldest daughter. Kumiko revels in the small, daily pleasures: decorating as she pleases, eating what she wants, and swimming in
the community pool. But something has followed her from her former residence—Death’s shadow. Kumiko’s sweet life is shattered
when Death’s shadow swoops in to collect her. With her quick mind and sense of humor, Kumiko, with the help of friends new and
old, is prepared for the fight of her life. But how long can an old woman thwart fate?
A former slave finds danger, intrigue, and passion undercover as a spy in first of this Civil War–era romance series from an awardwinning author. Elle Burns is a former slave with a passion for justice and an eidetic memory. Trading in her life of freedom in
Massachusetts, she returns to the indignity of slavery in the South—to spy for the Union Army. Malcolm McCall is a detective for
Pinkerton’s Secret Service. Subterfuge is his calling, but he’s facing his deadliest mission yet—risking his life to infiltrate a Rebel
enclave in Virginia. Two undercover agents who share a common cause—and an undeniable attraction—Malcolm and Elle join
forces when they discover a plot that could turn the tide of the war in the Confederacy’s favor. Caught in a tightening web of
wartime intrigue, and fighting a fiery and forbidden love, Malcolm and Elle must make their boldest move to preserve the Union at
any cost—even if it means losing each other. . . An Entertainment Weekly TOP 10 ROMANCE BOOKS OF THE YEAR A Bookpage
TOP PICK A Kirkus BEST BOOKS OF 2017 A Vulture TOP 10 ROMANCE BOOKS OF 2017 A Publishers Weekly BEST BOOKS
OF 2017 A Booklist TOP 10 ROMANCE FICTION 2017 “Richly detailed setting, heart-stopping plot, and unforgettable
characters.” —Deanna Raybourn, New York Times–bestselling author “You should absolutely read this book, immediately, if you
haven’t already. . . . This book is a marvelous, intelligent, respectful, breathtaking treat for your brain.” —Smart Bitches, Trashy
Books
See how the story of Jamie Frasier and Claire Beauchamp Randall comes to life on the screen with this official, photo-filled
companion to the third and fourth seasons of the hit Starz television series based on Diana Gabaldon’s bestselling Outlander
novels. From its very first episode, the Outlander TV series transported its viewers back in time, taking us inside the world of Diana
Gabaldon’s beloved series. From the Scottish Highlands, to the courts of Versailles, to the shores of America, Jamie and Claire’s
epic adventure is captured in gorgeous detail. Now, travel even deeper into the world of Outlander with this must-have insider
guide from New York Times bestselling author and television critic Tara Bennett. Picking up where The Making of Outlander:
Seasons One & Two left off, this lavishly illustrated collectors’ item covers seasons three and four, bringing readers behind the
scenes and straight onto the set of the show. You’ll find exclusive interviews with cast members, including detailed conversations
with Caitriona Balfe and Sam Heughan (on-screen couple and real-life friends), as well as the writers, producers, musicians,
costume designers, set decorators, technicians, and more whose hard work and cinematic magic brings the world of Outlander to
life on the screen. Every page features gorgeous photographs of the cast, costumes, and set design, including both official cast
photography and never-before-seen candids from on set. The Making of Outlander: Seasons Three & Four is the perfect gift for
the Sassenach in your life—and the only way to survive a Droughtlander!
Uncle Murray takes Puppy on a walk on a day that Bad Kitty is being unusually difficult then has several unpleasant encounters
with a police officer and one mean dog along the way. Text is interspersed with information about dog behavior, pet care and
more.
The critical reading section on standardized tests, especially the SAT 1 exam, is often cited as a trouble section for even the best
test-takers. Examinees get test-targeted reading comprehension practice questions to score better with LearningExpress' series,
Skill Builder in Focus. This specialized drill book provides the focused practice necessary for test-taking success. Plus, all answers
are explained, using terms that clarify context, main ideas, themes, and critical thinking skills for effective studying and positive
reinforcement. Almost every standardized test in verbal skills, including civil service exams, contains reading comprehension
questions. Each practice consists of several passages followed by questions and answer explanations.
#1 New York Times Bestseller A sumptuous and epically told love story inspired by A Thousand and One Nights Every dawn brings horror to
a different family in a land ruled by a killer. Khalid, the eighteen-year-old Caliph of Khorasan, takes a new bride each night only to have her
executed at sunrise. So it is a suspicious surprise when sixteen-year-old Shahrzad volunteers to marry Khalid. But she does so with a clever
plan to stay alive and exact revenge on the Caliph for the murder of her best friend and countless other girls. Shazi’s wit and will, indeed, get
her through to the dawn that no others have seen, but with a catch . . . she’s falling in love with the very boy who killed her dearest friend.
She discovers that the murderous boy-king is not all that he seems and neither are the deaths of so many girls. Shazi is determined to
uncover the reason for the murders and to break the cycle once and for all. *The book is a Rough Cut Edition (pages are deliberately not the
same length).*
Fast moving, to the point, and rooted in first-hand executive experiences, this book is for people of vision and action, and for creating the
conditions required for growth, innovation, and increased competitive advantage. Finance Unleashed is based on a series of interactive
interviews with a diverse group of global influencers and executives, all of which will challenge readers to think laterally and find inspiration in
the new role of finance. Cases and interviewees represent organizations such as UPS and DHL, and the London School of Economics, and
approaches such as Lean Six Sigma, innovation, customer-centricity, the financial supply chain, and behavioral procurement. The authors’
goal is to serve as a catalyst for leaders who are positioned to make meaningful changes today. The book includes a practical model to help
executive teams redesign and refocus finance to drive business leadership - with an emphasis on the CFO. The model has three primary
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components: 1) Customer-Centricity - Listen and Map; 2) Process - Structure and Technology; and 3) Innovation - Create and Measure.
These are presented as phases that each executive team will need to consider based on the goals and maturity level of their organization.
For the CFO and ambitious finance executives, Finance Unleashed presents a path forward towards success and career advancement. For
the CEO and the board, it presents an expanded vision for what financial organizations are capable of.
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read. Depicts a future world in which all printed
reading material is burned.
Founded in 1957, Chase's observes its 60th anniversary with the 2018 edition! Users will find everything worth knowing and celebrating for
each day of the year: 12,500 holidays, historical milestones, famous birthdays, festivals, sporting events and much more. "One of the most
impressive reference volumes in the world."--Publishers Weekly.
Drug overdose, driven largely by overdose related to the use of opioids, is now the leading cause of unintentional injury death in the United
States. The ongoing opioid crisis lies at the intersection of two public health challenges: reducing the burden of suffering from pain and
containing the rising toll of the harms that can arise from the use of opioid medications. Chronic pain and opioid use disorder both represent
complex human conditions affecting millions of Americans and causing untold disability and loss of function. In the context of the growing
opioid problem, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) launched an Opioids Action Plan in early 2016. As part of this plan, the FDA
asked the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine to convene a committee to update the state of the science on pain
research, care, and education and to identify actions the FDA and others can take to respond to the opioid epidemic, with a particular focus
on informing FDA's development of a formal method for incorporating individual and societal considerations into its risk-benefit framework for
opioid approval and monitoring.
The story of one man's triumph over a legendary monster, Beowulf marks the beginning of Anglo-Saxon literature as we know it today. This
Enriched Classic includes: • A concise introduction that gives readers important background information • A timeline of significant events that
provides the book's historical context • An outline of key themes and plot points to help readers form their own interpretations • Detailed
explanatory notes • Critical analysis and modern perspectives on the work • Discussion questions to promote lively classroom and book
group interaction • A list of recommended related books and films to broaden the reader's experience Enriched Classics offer readers
affordable editions of great works of literature enhanced by helpful notes and insightful commentary. The scholarship provided in Enriched
Classics enables readers to appreciate, understand, and enjoy the world's finest books to their full potential. Series edited by Cynthia
Brantley Johnson
"We visit the ugly corrugated iron structure that Murray grandly dubbed the Scriptorium -- the Scrippy or the Shed, as locals called it -- and
meet some of the legion of volunteers, from Fitzedward Hall, a bitter hermit obsessively devoted to the OED, to W.C. Minor, whose story is
one of dangerous madness, ineluctable sadness, and ultimate redemption. The Meaning of Everything is a scintillating account of the
creation of the greatest monument ever erected to a living language. Simon Winchester's supple, vigorous prose illuminates this dauntingly
ambitious project -- a seventy-year odyssey to create the grandfather of all word-books, the world's unrivaled uber-dictionary. Book
jacket."--Jacket.
The Essential Guide to Doing Your Research Project 2e is the ultimate companion to successfully completing your research project. Warm
and pragmatic, it gives you the skills and the confidence needed to succeed no matter what happens along the way. The book guides you
through every step of your research project, from getting started to analysing data and writing up. Each stage is clearly set out, highlighting
best practice and providing practical tips and down-to-earth advice for actually doing research. Key features include: Fully developed
companion website including podcasts, worksheets, examples of real projects and links to journal articles Chapter summaries Boxed
definitions of key terms Full glossary Suggestions for further reading Bursting with real world examples and multidisciplinary case studies, this
book addresses the key questions posed by anyone hoping to complete a research project. It is the must-have textbook every student needs.
Available with Perusall—an eBook that makes it easier to prepare for class Perusall is an award-winning eBook platform featuring social
annotation tools that allow students and instructors to collaboratively mark up and discuss their SAGE textbook. Backed by research and
supported by technological innovations developed at Harvard University, this process of learning through collaborative annotation keeps your
students engaged and makes teaching easier and more effective. Learn more.
Amy's life has drastically changed. She's found herself taking on the huge responsibility of running Heartland, the horse refuge that was her
mother1s life work. The one constant for Amy has been her friendship with Ty, Heartland1s 17-year-old stable hand. But the arrival of a new
hand, Ben, throws everything off balance. By the time Amy realizes she1s taken Ty for granted, it could be too late.
In this "thriller with literary merit" (Time Out New York), a stunning narrative combines the gritty rhythms of Junot Diaz with the noir genius of
Walter Mosley. Bodega Dreams pulls us into Spanish Harlem, where the word is out: Willie Bodega is king. Need college tuition for your
daughter? Start-up funds for your fruit stand? Bodega can help. He gives everyone a leg up, in exchange only for loyalty—and a steady
income from the drugs he pushes. Lyrical, inspired, and darkly funny, this powerful debut novel brilliantly evokes the trial of Chino, a smart,
promising young man to whom Bodega turns for a favor. Chino is drawn to Bodega's street-smart idealism, but soon finds himself over his
head, navigating an underworld of switchblade tempers, turncoat morality, and murder. "Bodega is a fascinating character. . . . The story
[Quiñonez] tells has energy and verve." —The New York Times Book Review
Acute Rheumatic Fever and Rheumatic Heart Disease is a concise, yet comprehensive, clinical resource highlighting must-know information
on rheumatic heart disease and acute rheumatic fever from a global perspective. Covering the major issues dominating the field, this practical
resource presents sufficient detail for a deep and thorough understanding of the latest treatment options, potential complications, and disease
management strategies to improve patient outcomes. Divided into four distinct sections for ease of navigation: Acute Rheumatic Fever,
Rheumatic Heart Disease, Population-Based Strategies for Disease Control, and Acute and Emergency Presentations. International editors
and chapter authors ensure a truly global perspective. Covers all clinical aspects, including epidemiology, pathophysiology, clinical features,
diagnosis, management, and treatment. Includes key topics on population-based measures for disease control for effective primary,
secondary, and tertiary prevention. Consolidates today’s available information and guidance into a single, convenient resource.
In this spare, ingenious story that reads like a modern-day parable, follow a sad little fact that is locked away for telling the truth. In its
underground prison, it meets other facts, all hidden away because they could not lie.
Crossing the boundaries of genre with its unrivalled storytelling, Diana Gabaldon’s new novel is a gift both to her millions of loyal fans and to
the lucky readers who have yet to discover her. In the ten years since her extraordinary debut novel, Outlander, was published, beloved
author Diana Gabaldon has entertained scores of readers with her heart-stirring stories and remarkable characters. The four volumes of her
bestselling saga, featuring eighteenth-century Scotsman James Fraser and his twentieth-century, time-travelling wife, Claire Randall, boasts
nearly 5 million copies in the U.S. The story of Outlander begins just after the Second World War, when a British field nurse named Claire
Randall walks through a cleft stone in the Scottish highlands and is transported back some two hundred years to 1743. Here, now, is The
Fiery Cross, the eagerly awaited fifth volume in this remarkable, award-winning series of historical novels. The year is 1771, and war is
approaching. Jamie Fraser’s wife has told him so. Little as he wishes to, he must believe it, for hers is a gift of dreadful prophecy – a timetraveller’s certain knowledge. To break his oath to the Crown will brand him a traitor; to keep it is certain doom. Jamie Fraser stands in the
shadow of the fiery cross – a standard that leads nowhere but to the bloody brink of war.
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An Instant National Bestseller! An Indie Next Pick! A Most Anticipated in 2021 Pick for Oprah Magazine | USA Today | Buzzfeed | Greatist |
BookPage | PopSugar | Bustle | The Nerd Daily | Goodreads | Literary Hub | Ms. Magazine | Library Journal | Culturess | Book Riot | Parade
Magazine | Kirkus | The Week | Book Bub | OverDrive | The Portalist | Publishers Weekly A Best of Summer Pick for TIME Magazine | CNN |
Book Riot | The Daily Beast | Lambda Literary | The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel | Goodreads | Bustle | Veranda Magazine | The Week |
Bookish | St. Louis Post-Dispatch | Den of Geek | LGBTQ Reads | Pittsburgh City Paper | Bookstr | Tatler HK "A vibrant and queer
reinvention of F. Scott Fitzgerald's jazz age classic. . . . I was captivated from the first sentence."—NPR "A sumptuous, decadent read."—The
New York Times “Vo has crafted a retelling that, in many ways, surpasses the original."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review Immigrant. Socialite.
Magician. Jordan Baker grows up in the most rarefied circles of 1920s American society—she has money, education, a killer golf handicap,
and invitations to some of the most exclusive parties of the Jazz Age. She’s also queer and Asian, a Vietnamese adoptee treated as an
exotic attraction by her peers, while the most important doors remain closed to her. But the world is full of wonders: infernal pacts and
dazzling illusions, lost ghosts and elemental mysteries. In all paper is fire, and Jordan can burn the cut paper heart out of a man. She just has
to learn how. Nghi Vo’s debut novel, The Chosen and the Beautiful, reinvents this classic of the American canon as a coming-of-age story
full of magic, mystery, and glittering excess, and introduces a major new literary voice. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

"This eBook features 501 sample writing prompts that are designed to help you improve your writing and gain the
necessary writing skills needed to ace essay exams. Build your essay-writing confidence fast with 501 Writing Prompts!"
-Melanie Tamaki is an outsider. The only child of a loving but neglectful mother is just barely coping with school and with
life. But everything changes on the day she returns home to find her mother is missing, lured back to Half World by the
vindictive Mr. Glueskin. Soon Melanie begins an epic and darkly fantastical journey to save her parents. What she does
not yet realize is that the future of the universe depends upon her success.
A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy killed by a police officer, drawing connections through history, from
award-winning author Jewell Parker Rhodes. An instant New York Times bestsellerAn instant IndieBound bestsellerThe
#1 Kids' Indie Next PickA Walter Award winner Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it better. Twelveyear-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a real threat. As a ghost, he observes the
devastation that's been unleashed on his family and community in the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal
killing. Soon Jerome meets another ghost: Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but similar circumstances.
Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a journey towards recognizing how historical racism may have led
to the events that ended his life. Jerome also meets Sarah, the daughter of the police officer, who grapples with her
father's actions. Once again Jewell Parker Rhodes deftly weaves historical and socio-political layers into a gripping and
poignant story about how children and families face the complexities of today's world, and how one boy grows to
understand American blackness in the aftermath of his own death.
Bestseller and author of the popular middle grade series Confectionately Yours Lisa Papademetriou is back with a
magical, page-turning adventure for readers of all ages—a touching tale about destiny and the invisible threads that link us
all, ultimately, to one another. Kai and Leila are both finally having an adventure. For Leila, that means a globe-crossing
journey to visit family in Pakistan for the summer; for Kai, it means being stuck with her crazy great-aunt in Texas while
her mom looks for a job. In each of their bedrooms, they discover a copy of a blank, old book called The Exquisite
Corpse. Kai writes three words on the first page—and suddenly, they magically appear in Leila's copy on the other side of
the planet. Kai's words are soon followed by line after line of the long-ago, romantic tale of Ralph T. Flabbergast and his
forever-love, Edwina Pickle. As the two take turns writing, the tale unfolds, connecting both girls to each other, and to the
past, in a way they never could have imagined. A heartfelt, vividly told multicultural story about fate and how our stories
shape it.
Fans of The Thing About Jellyfish and A Snicker of Magic will be swept away by Cindy Baldwin’s debut middle grade
about a girl coming to terms with her mother’s mental illness. An Oregon Spirit Award Honor book. When twelve-year-old
Della Kelly finds her mother furiously digging black seeds from a watermelon in the middle of the night and talking to
people who aren't there, Della worries that it’s happening again—that the sickness that put her mama in the hospital four
years ago is back. That her mama is going to be hospitalized for months like she was last time. With her daddy struggling
to save the farm and her mama in denial about what’s happening, it’s up to Della to heal her mama for good. And she
knows just how she’ll do it: with a jar of the Bee Lady’s magic honey, which has mended the wounds and woes of
Maryville, North Carolina, for generations. But when the Bee Lady says that the solution might have less to do with fixing
Mama’s brain and more to do with healing her own heart, Della must learn that love means accepting her mama just as
she is.
The difference between an average and a fantastic Walt Disney World vacation is in the details. And no matter how much
you know, there's still a lot you don't know. Kristi Fredericks helps close the knowledge gap with her 501 ways to save
money, time, and sanity while at the happiest place on Earth.
For fans of Jandy Nelson and Rainbow Rowell comes a gorgeous debut novel about family, friends, and first love. Lucille
Bennett is pushed into adulthood after her mom decides to take a breakfrom parenting, from responsibility, from Lucille
and her little sister, Wren. Left to cover for her absentee parents, Lucille thinks, Wren and Lucille. Lucille and Wren. I will
do whatever I have to. No one will pull us apart. Now is not the time for level-headed Lucille to fall in love. But lovemessy,
inconvenient loveis what shes about to experience when she falls for Digby Jones, her best friends brother. With blazing
longing that builds to a fever pitch, Estelle Laures soulful debut will keep readers hooked and hoping until the very last
page. "A funny, poetic, big-hearted reminder that life canand willtake us all by surprise.Jennifer E. Smith, The Statistical
Probability of Love at First Sight Lucille may not take down a beast or assassinate any super bads, but shes what
heroines look like and love like in real life. Justine Magazine
In this mischievous and utterly original debut, Hansel and Gretel walk out of their own story and into eight other classic GrimmPage 3/4
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inspired tales. As readers follow the siblings through a forest brimming with menacing foes, they learn the true story behind (and
beyond) the bread crumbs, edible houses, and outwitted witches. Fairy tales have never been more irreverent or subversive as
Hansel and Gretel learn to take charge of their destinies and become the clever architects of their own happily ever after.
Alcohol use disorder (AUD) is a major public health problem in the United States. The estimated 12-month and lifetime prevalence
values for AUD are 13.9% and 29.1%, respectively, with approximately half of individuals with lifetime AUD having a severe
disorder. AUD and its sequelae also account for significant excess mortality and cost the United States more than $200 billion
annually. Despite its high prevalence and numerous negative consequences, AUD remains undertreated. In fact, fewer than 1 in
10 individuals in the United States with a 12-month diagnosis of AUD receive any treatment. Nevertheless, effective and evidencebased interventions are available, and treatment is associated with reductions in the risk of relapse and AUD-associated mortality.
The American Psychiatric Association Practice Guideline for the Pharmacological Treatment of Patients With Alcohol Use Disorder
seeks to reduce these substantial psychosocial and public health consequences of AUD for millions of affected individuals. The
guideline focuses specifically on evidence-based pharmacological treatments for AUD in outpatient settings and includes
additional information on assessment and treatment planning, which are an integral part of using pharmacotherapy to treat AUD.
In addition to reviewing the available evidence on the use of AUD pharmacotherapy, the guideline offers clear, concise, and
actionable recommendation statements, each of which is given a rating that reflects the level of confidence that potential benefits
of an intervention outweigh potential harms. The guideline provides guidance on implementing these recommendations into clinical
practice, with the goal of improving quality of care and treatment outcomes of AUD.
All the secrets of the Bayview Four will be revealed in the TV series soon to be streaming on NBC's Peacock! THE #1 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER - NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY - BUZZFEED
- POPCRUSH "Pretty Little Liars meets The Breakfast Club" (Entertainment Weekly) in this addictive mystery about what happens
when five strangers walk into detention and only four walk out alive. Pay close attention and you might solve this. On Monday
afternoon, five students at Bayview High walk into detention. Bronwyn, the brain, is Yale-bound and never breaks a rule. Addy, the
beauty, is the picture-perfect homecoming princess. Nate, the criminal, is already on probation for dealing. Cooper, the athlete, is
the all-star baseball pitcher. And Simon, the outcast, is the creator of Bayview High's notorious gossip app. Only, Simon never
makes it out of that classroom. Before the end of detention Simon's dead. And according to investigators, his death wasn't an
accident. On Monday, he died. But on Tuesday, he'd planned to post juicy reveals about all four of his high-profile classmates,
which makes all four of them suspects in his murder. Or are they the perfect patsies for a killer who's still on the loose? Everyone
has secrets, right? What really matters is how far you would go to protect them. And don't miss the #1 New York Times bestselling
sequel, One of Us is Next!
This User’s Guide is intended to support the design, implementation, analysis, interpretation, and quality evaluation of registries
created to increase understanding of patient outcomes. For the purposes of this guide, a patient registry is an organized system
that uses observational study methods to collect uniform data (clinical and other) to evaluate specified outcomes for a population
defined by a particular disease, condition, or exposure, and that serves one or more predetermined scientific, clinical, or policy
purposes. A registry database is a file (or files) derived from the registry. Although registries can serve many purposes, this guide
focuses on registries created for one or more of the following purposes: to describe the natural history of disease, to determine
clinical effectiveness or cost-effectiveness of health care products and services, to measure or monitor safety and harm, and/or to
measure quality of care. Registries are classified according to how their populations are defined. For example, product registries
include patients who have been exposed to biopharmaceutical products or medical devices. Health services registries consist of
patients who have had a common procedure, clinical encounter, or hospitalization. Disease or condition registries are defined by
patients having the same diagnosis, such as cystic fibrosis or heart failure. The User’s Guide was created by researchers affiliated
with AHRQ’s Effective Health Care Program, particularly those who participated in AHRQ’s DEcIDE (Developing Evidence to
Inform Decisions About Effectiveness) program. Chapters were subject to multiple internal and external independent reviews.
Many of us grimace when faced with grammar exercises. But in order to communicate with others, pass tests, and get your point
across in writing, using words and punctuation effectively is a necessary skill. It's a fact that in our life today, good communication
skills-including writing-are essential. The good news is that grammar and writing skills can be developed with practice.
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